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Press Release Summary: Joppa, MD November 20, 2008—
Support The Make-A-Wish Foundation with this new product 
suite from Classic Checks. The design includes personal checks, 

self-adhesive address 
labels, personal contact 
cards, and a leather 
checkbook cover that 
feature modern artwork and 
the organization’s logo. 

Press Release Body: Classic 
Checks is known for check 
designs that sponsor important 
causes. From designs that 
feature the Defenders of 
Wildlife to those that support 
The National Breast Cancer 

Association, Classic Checksoffers personal checks that sponsor 
charitable organizations. With checks printed for so many causes, the 
new Make-A-Wish Foundation personal checkswill fit right into the 
existing assortment. 



The Make-A-Wish Foundation is a well-known charitable 
organization that grants wishes to children with life-threatening 
diseases. Since 1980, Make-A-Wish has made over 167, 000 wishes 
of children come true. The foundation’s goal is to bring laughter and 
peace to children and their families during heartbreaking times. Make-
A-Wish has touched the lives of many children, families, and 
onlookers. Now, Classic Checks is helping them continue this work by 
giving a percentage of each purchase back to Make-A-Wish. 

On November 20, 2008, Classic Checks released its new Make-A-
Wish product suite. The personal checks feature the Make-A-Wish 
Foundation’s logo amidst colorful modern designs. This way, 
consumers can support a great cause with great looking checks. 
Classic Checks is also offering self-adhesive address labels with 
patterns to match the checks as well as personal contact cards and a 
leather checkbook cover. These two items offer the same blue and 
green striped design. 

Classic Checks has been helping raise funds for important 
organizations since its creation in 1995. By supporting specific cause-
based organizations, Classic Checks gives consumers the opportunity 
to support a meaningful cause and help spread the word about it at 
the same time. The new Make-A-Wish personal checks are sure to 
further advance the purpose of Classic Checks. Visit Classic 
Checks today and make your personal checks more meaningful than 
ever! 

About Classic Checks: 
Since 1995, Classic Checks has been supporting charitable 
organizations. By ordering through Classic Checks, you not only 
support a great cause, but also have beautiful checks. A portion of all 
check purchases are donated to the organization of your choice as 
well. Browse through Classic Checks today and find a design that 
means something to you!  

Web Site: http://www.classicchecks.com 
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Joppa, MD 21085 
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(410) 676-3300 (fax) 
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